“A little less conversation, a little more action please”

Elvis Presley
Protest over illegal parking in cycle lanes

Dublin cyclists stand up to illegal parking
I Bike Dublin campaigners form human barrier to protect cycle lanes

FROM HASHTAG TO DIRECT ACTION, FREEING THE CYCLE LANES
O'Connell Street
Bollards installed August 2017
St Andrew's Street
Bollards installed December 19th 2017
Blackthorn Road, Sandyford
Bollards installed February 5th 2018
Fury as lorry drivers claim change in the law is unenforceable

Cyclists using social media to show minister dangers they face every day

It's time to end the fear of being out on the roads

After lucky escape, I'm determined to make country safer
Garda accused of ‘embarrassing’ failure to enforce cycle lanes

Bike Dublin says it found 491 instances of motorists parking in cycle lanes in a week


Ronan McGreevy

Vehicles blocking the cycle lane on a Dublin street. File photograph: Alan Betson/The Irish Times
Cycle lanes blocked 500 times a week
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Law

A cycle advocacy group taking part in an event to prevent motorists from driving on to designated bicycle lanes
JOIN US. #IBIKEIVOTE

I BIKE I VOTE

I DUB
Would like to invite the braver delegates on a guided bike ride leaving the convention centre at 6.30pm to go to the conference dinner at the Guinness Storehouse.

@IBIKEDublin
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ibikedublin